Nowadays, magnetic particle imaging (MPI) signal detection and excitation happens at the same time. This concept, however, leads to a strong coupling of the drive (excitation) field (DF) with the receive chain. As the induced DF signal is several orders of magnitude higher, special measures have to be taken to suppress this signal portion within the receive signal to keep the required dynamic range of the subsequent analog-to-digital conversion in a technically feasible range. For frequency space MPI, high-order bandstop-filters have been successfully used to remove the DF signals, which unfortunately removes the fundamental harmonic components of the signal of the magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) as well. According to the Langevin theory, the fundamental harmonic component has a large signal contribution and is important for direct reconstruction of the particle concentration. To separate the fundamental harmonic component of the MNP from the induced DF signal, different concepts have been proposed using signal cancellation based on additional DF signals, also in combination with additional filtering. In this paper, we propose a field cancellation (FC) concept in which a receive coil (RC) consists of a series connection of a primary coil in combination with an additional cancellation coil. The geometry of the primary coil was chosen to be sensitive for the MNP signal while the cancellation coil was chosen to minimize the overall inductive coupling of the FC-RC with the DF. Sensitivity plots and mutual coupling coefficients were calculated using a thin-wire approximation. A prototype FC-RC was manufactured and the effectiveness of the reduction of the mutual inductive coupling (d) was tested in an existing mouse MPI scanner. The difference between the simulations (d s = 70 dB) and the measurements (d m = 55 dB) indicated the feasibility as well as the need for further investigations.
I. INTRODUCTION M AGNETIC particle imaging (MPI) is known to be a fast and sensitive imaging modality to measure the distribution of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) with high spatial resolution [1] . The first system already offered a spatial resolution in the order of 1 mm and a high temporal resolution with about 45 3-D volumes/s [2] . These outstanding system characteristics may make MPI an ideal modality for applications like cell tracking or perfusion imaging.
Besides optimization of the MNPs, a lot of research is centered on improving the sensitivity and efficiency by proposing new drive field (DF) and focus-field coil topologies, like the field-free-line coils, elliptical coils, or traveling wave coils [3] [4] [5] [6] . In combination with harmonic-space MPI, the receive chain often contains a high order and low-loss bandstop filter (BSF) to suppress the DF signal component in the receive signal and avoid saturation of the amplifier or the analog-todigital conversion (ADC) [7] . As a side effect, the frequency component of the MNP signal at the DF frequency, which is according to the Langevin theory the largest harmonic component, is suppressed [8] . Different concepts have been proposed to suppress the DF signal in the receive signal, which are using signal cancellation based on additional DF coil configurations, also in combination with additional filtering [8] .
Contrary to [5] , this paper will investigate the concept of field cancellation (FC) based on a dedicated receive coil (RC) design for an existing mouse MPI system [1] without modifying the DF coils. The proposed FC-RC design aims at improving our MPI system with respect to the following aspects. 1) Reduction of interfering signal pickup from the entire scanner environment and electronics. 2) Reduction of the DF signal in the receive chain without absorbing the fundamental MNP signal components. 3) Enabling of wholistic signal detection of all three MNP signals including components at DF frequency. This paper is structured in the following sections. Section I will describe the new concept of the FC-RC design. Furthermore, an additional compensation method will be introduced that allows a mathematical extraction of the vectorial particle signal from the measurement vector. Results from simulations using MATLAB (the MathWorks, Natick, MA, U.S.) are shown from which the optimal geometry of the cancellation coil can be extracted, minimizing the coupling between the DF and the RC. Finally, investigations with a thin-wire RC are presented to verify the principle of the proposed method.
II. FIELD CANCELLATION RECEIVE COIL

A. Basic Concept
The basic idea of the FC method is well known in the domain of multielement RCs for magnetic resonance [9] . In MRI, the concept of inductive decoupling is used to decouple neighboring local RC elements. In this paper, we are going to use inductive decoupling of the DF coil and the local RC by changing the topology of the RCs. This concept is similar to a gradiometer coil concept [10] , which has been proposed in [7] and [8] in combination with MPI. In difference 0018-9464 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. to these concepts, our idea proposes to measure an additional compensation voltage, which is used for precise extraction of the nanoparticle signal.
Initially, we will consider only one channel for convenience. Later on, we will expand this concept to all three receive and DF coils. Fig. 1 shows one signal path, consisting of the DF coil on the left, the RCs with two low-noise amplifiers (LNAs), and the magnetic particles between the drive coil and RC, as usual.
The DF coil is driven by the excitation field signal generator. The coil itself consists of a main inductor L d , with its series resistance R d and its parasitic capacitance
consists of a coil L s with a high sensitivity for the MNPs and an additional RC L c . Both coils have ohmical losses, represented by equivalent series resistors R s and R c , which are the sources of the RC noise. The series connection of both inductors, L m , is connected to a LNA and outputs the measurement voltage u m . For the sake of simplification, parasitic components, like capacitive coupling between the windings of the coils, are neglected in the receive path in Fig. 1 . As ideal inductive decoupling is hard to achieve, the measurement voltage u m contains a signal which is proportional to the particle concentration (u p ) and a remaining part that is proportional to the DF current (i d ). In addition to the measurement signal, a low-pass filter might be used in combination with a LNA to sense primarily a signal that is proportional to the DF current i d . propose to use a correction scheme in frequency domain with a frequency and spatially invariant matrix A k allowing the computation of the particle vector
B. Numerical Compensation Method
Here, U k is the kth Fourier component of the time signal u and K is the number of considered harmonics. The complex coefficients a k i j of the matrix A k could be obtained from a preceding calibration with an unloaded (no MNPs inside the scanner bore) scanner U k p = 0 via the following:
Exemplarily, Fig. 2 indicates the targeted correction method for the x channel for the ideal case of absence of high harmonics in case of the empty scanner (k > 1 : A k = 0). The measurement signal u x m contains a significant portion of the DF components, which can, after the estimation of the coefficients a k i j , be subtracted, allowing a precise reconstruction of the fundamental harmonic of the MNP signal. We assume that the ADC for u m has sufficient dynamic range to perform this correction step.
III. SIMULATION OF THE INDUCTIVE DECOUPLING
To design the geometry of the compensation coil, we used a thin-wire approximation to compute the mutual inductance
The DF coil has been approximated via an equivalent thin-wire model. Furthermore, we have chosen a simplified FC-RC topology, as shown in Fig. 3 . MATLAB and the simulation environment from [11] have been used to compute this equation.
The FC-RC L m consists of a centralized rectangular, bent surface coil L s with a high sensitivity for the MNP response at the MPI scanner's isocenter and an additional symmetrical RC pair L c . The linear extension e of the compensation coil L c was chosen to minimize the mutual inductance M md between DF coil L d and the RC L m . Fig. 4 shows the logarithm of the normalized inductive coupling d(e) = M md (e)/M md (0) as a function of compensation coil extension e, confirmed by the simulation framework of [11] shows good agreement. A clear minimum is indicating the best choice for which both fields (magnetic fields of the DF coil and RC) are almost orthogonal. Intrinsically, the mutual coupling between the proposed RC and the other two DF directions should be minor, but will in practice not be negligible.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulations of the Inductive Decoupling
B. Sensitivity Plot of the FC-RC
The sensitivity of the FC-RC has been computed for the optimal parameter e. The magnitude of the normalized coil sensitivity of the rectangular receive coil (a), cancellation coil (b), and FC-RC (c) normalized on the origin is plotted in a logarithmic scale on the three orthogonal planes in Fig. 5 . The ratio of the magnitudes of the coil sensitivities at isocenter of the RC [ Fig. 5(a) ] and the FC-RC [ Fig. 5(c) ] is 1.04, indicating a slightly higher sensitivity of the FC-RC.
C. Measurements of the Decoupling Using a Thin-Wire RC
Finally, a 3-D printed coil carrier has been equipped with a thin-wire (single copper wire, diameter 40 μm, two loops) 
Each coil has a vectorial sensitivity p = B/I defined by the magnetic flux density B normalized on the wire current I . In (a) and (b), normalization has been done to the isocenter values, while in graph (c) normalization has been done to the magnitude of the coil sensitivity of (a) at isocenter. For (b) and (c), x-extension e corresponds to the optimal extension given by the minimum of Fig. 4 . Fig. 6 . Thin-wire model to explore the field cancellation principle (a) in our mouse MPI system (b). A reduction of about 55 dB was achieved with this coil setup with respect to the signal that was induced in the center coil.
FC-RC, see Fig. 6 . The thin-wire realization was used to study the decoupling performance. Slight deviation to the geometry used in the simulations were necessary (trapezoidal instead of right-angled cancellation coils) to achieve a decoupling of ∼55 dB. This deviation might be caused by the simplified single loop approximation of the DF coil.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
The detection of the MPI signal component at the DF frequencies promises higher SNR, improved sensitivity, and better quantification of the particle concentration [5] . Therefore, we expect that the proposed FC-RC approach may have an advantage over the traditionally used high-order BSFs, e.g., as used in [1] . As the proposed coil topology leads intrinsically to a quadrupole behavior of the sensitivity pattern, reduced electromagnetic interactions with the environment, like with the shielding box and stray fields from the entire MPI gantry, are of high advantage. This is in particular of interest for the higher parasitic frequency components of the environment. On the other hand, the noise of the RCs will be increased by increasing the noise resistance of the FC-RC (L m ) compared with the sense coil (L s ). If we neglect the small gain of the coil sensitivity of the FC-RC, the increase of the coil noise could be approximated by (1 + R c /R s ) 1/2 , which indicates that the resistor R c from the compensation coil should be as small as possible compared with R s . The initial results indicate that substantial suppression (55 dB) of the DF was easily achieved. Nevertheless, compared with the suppression of the BSF in our small MPI system [1] of ∼80 dB, one additional order of magnitude is still required. Further improvements of the decoupling efficiency via additional passive or active lumped elements are therefore needed. In [12] , it has been pointed out that for 3-D MPI even one receive channel is sufficient but at the cost of SNR. Therefore, the presented concept was enlarged to more than one receive channel. To avoid coupling between the three individual receive channels, high input impedance of the LNAs is mandatory. The concept of using an additional LNA to measure the cancellation field was introduced to measure directly the exciting magnetic field in amplitude and phase. Motivation for this additional channel was to obtain a signal that is proportional to the DF current i d , which is independent of drifts of the parasitic R d and C d in the excitation path.
The complex matrix A k was introduced to allow compensating for amplitude and phase shifts and could thus also compensate for linear parasitic distortion or coupling between the send and the receive system at the DF frequencies. Nevertheless, alternative methods will be investigated to reduce the amount of receive channels. Finally, investigations are still needed whether the promised gain in SNR might be depleted by the additional noise being introduced by the ohmic losses of the compensation coil windings. Therefore, the topology of the RC is highly critical.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new FC-RC method has been presented. The new RC design aims at an entire detection of the response from MNPs supporting harmonic-space and x-space MPI [13] . The coil design uses an inductively compensated receive channel with a DF pickup for numerical extraction of the particle signal. A correction method has been introduced that extracts a frequency and space invariant compensation matrix from a calibration scan. First, simulation results have been shown and decoupling coefficients without numerical corrections of 55 dB have been achieved. The proposed FC-RC approach has the potential to increase the SNR of the entire MPI acquisition. In the future work, improvements regarding the noise performance of the FC-RC using Litz wires and the physical limitation of the FC will be explored in detail.
